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alignment
hearing
deaf

how

next seminar

it is not about languages,
it is about facilitating interaction!

expectations of particiapants
15.3.2021

why?

what was the setting
which interaction managment strategies were used?
in what ways were they effective/not effective?
alternatives?
what did you learn from the use of strategies
culture issues?
power issues?
hierarchy?
language issues?

Examples of interaction management

2 or 3 examples for plenary
to prevent unification of deaf+interp
vocational school
explaining position in the middle
strategy
interaction with teachers to make them aware of the interpreter as a person
bandwidth problem
via Chat to all participants
SLI2 asks participants to switch off cameras
online conference
no communication with SLI1
inform moderator about possible bandwidth problem beforehand
better strategy
inform customer
is used to communicate orally over the fence
deaf customer meets neighbour
in a village
SLI to interpret?
waiting rooom
only interpret if needed
strategy
doctor's appointment
Deaf customer continues to talk
doctor
inform Deaf customer beforehand that SLI is there on standby
strategy
SLI must be activated if needed
voicing for deaf lecturer
SLI1 lost the thread
support SLI2 stepped in
confused
lecturer realized SLI2 was working
audience was confused about voice switch
deaf customer
audience

Setting the expectation!

4.3.2021

Task

Interaction
Management
aspects

if?
when?
how?

orienting participants to expectation
online conference

better strategy

medical setting
doctor knows migrant Deaf couple
doctor informs that this will be last time with her
SLI suspects that the Deaf customers have not understood
SLI asks back to Deaf couple and voicing it over
strategy 1
doctor answers herself
this is last time this doctor here
summing up
strategy 2

seminar setting
introduction round
Interps have to introduce themselves?
non active interpreter introducing both interps
SLI interpreting deaf person's introduction of herself, then switching position and saying her name
strategies
trust issue
if deaf person want to show Deaf power
and want to introduce the interpreter
communication might go wrong
dialogue interpreting for migrant deaf
althoug nodding
deaf seems not to understand
ask hearing to wait
strategy
sum up with other signs

how the interaction will go

Familiarity of participants to interpreted situation

SLI1 informs signer about switch
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Group

overt strategies

Group
covert strategies

in settings with many people
online interpreting
asking for clarification
examples
asking for rephrasing
asking for repetition
in dialogue situations
subtle
not interruptive
asking for clarification while signing

setting-specific issues
managing overlapping language
Group

Group

co-working/team interpreting strategies

